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The two interesting and important inequalities
xqy xqy x xb y a r b y a G x q y a q b r2 rx , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where 0 - a - b, 1 F x and 1 F y are real numbers, and
yr2xqy xqy x xb y a r b y a G x q y ab rx , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xwhere 0 - a - b, 0 - x and 0 - y are real numbers, were proved in 1, 5 .
Ž . Ž .It should be noted that proving 1 and 2 seemed to make things
complicated. Indeed, we could give a direct and simple proof by using the
so-called extended mean values. Some extended inequalities are obtained.
The so-called extended mean values are defined by the formulation
Ž .1r syrs sr b y a
E r , s ; a, b s ? , rs r y s a y b / 0Ž . Ž . Ž .r rs b y a
'E 0, 0; a, b s ab , a / b.Ž .
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The variables a and b are, in this note, positive and r and s are real
Ž .numbers. It is well known that E r, s; a, b is an increasing function in
w xboth a and b in both r and s 3 .
LEMMA. If a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b then we ha¤e the inequalities
sy rs sb y a s a q b
G 3Ž .r r ž /b y a r 2
for r G 1, s G 2 and s ) r or r F 1, s F 2 and s - r, with equality holding if
Ž .and only if r s 1, s s 2. The inequality 3 re¤erses for r G 1, s G 2, and
s - r or r F 1, s F 2, and s ) r.
bs y as s Ž .syr r2) ab 4Ž . Ž .r rb y a r
Ž .for 0 - r, 0 - s, and s ) r or r - 0, s - 0, and s - r. The inequality 4
re¤erses for 0 - r, 0 - s, and s - r or r - 0, s - 0, and s ) r.
sy rs ss b y a s a q bŽ .syr r2ab - F 5Ž . Ž .r r ž /r b y a r 2
Ž .for 0 - r F 1, 0 - s F 2, and s ) r. The inequality 5 re¤erses for 0 - r F 1,
0 - s F 2, and s - r.
Ž .The lemma is easily deduced form the fact that E r, s; a, b is an
increasing function in both a and b in both r and s.
THEOREM 1. Let a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, 1 F x, 1 F y, then
yxqy xqyb y a x q y a q b
G 6Ž .x x ž /b y a x 2
Ž .with equality holding if and only if x s 1 and y s 1. Also, the inequality 6
Ž .holds for a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, x F 1 x / 0 , y - 0.
Proof. For a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, 1 F x, 1 F y, let r s x, s s x q y.
Then r G 1, s G 2, and s ) r. Also, for a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, x F
Ž . Ž .1 x / 0 , y - 0, let r s x, s s x q y then r F 1, s F 2, and s - r. By 3 ,
Ž .directly, we have the inequality 6 .
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, x - 1 x / 0 , 0 - y - 1, then
yxqy xqyb y a x q y a q b
- . 7Ž .x x ž /b y a x 2
Ž .Also, the inequality 7 holds for a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, x q y ) 2, y - 0.
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Ž .Proof. By reversing the inequality of 3 , directly, we have the inequal-
Ž .ity 7 for r s x, s s x q y.
Remark. For a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, 0 - x, 2 F y, let r s x q y, s s y
Ž .then s G 2, r ) s. By reversing the inequality 3 we obtain the similar
inequality
yxy y xqy xqyb y a r b y a F y a q b r2 r x q y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 3 , 4 , and 5 in the lemma, we can also deduce the following results.
THEOREM 3. Let a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, then
b xqy y axqy x q y yr2
) abŽ .x xb y a x
for 0 - x, 0 - y or 0 ) x, 0 ) y
THEOREM 4. Let a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, then
b xqy y axqy x q y yr2
- abŽ .x xb y a x
for 0 - x, 0 - y - yx or 0 ) x, 0 ) y ) yx.
THEOREM 5. Let a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, 0 - x - 1, yx - y - 0, then
yxxqy xqyy b y a y a q byyr2ab ) ) .Ž . x x ž /x q y b y a x q y 2
THEOREM 6. Let a ) 0, b ) 0, a / b, 0 - x - 1, 0 - y - 1, then
yxqy xqyx q y b y a x q y a q byr2ab - - .Ž . x x ž /x b y a x 2
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